We are looking for an outstanding designer or developer to join our team in Cluj:

UI/UX designer or
UI/UX developer
Role responsibility


You will have to manage your own projects



You will report directly to your CEO and/or customer



The graphical design of the user interfaces



Implementation of the graphical designs in HTML/CSS



Dynamisation of content using Javascript/Jquery



Programming of Responsive Web Design

The ideal candidate


Extensive experience with web technologies including HTML 5, CSS and Javascript



Significant

and

demonstrable

know-how

concerning

web-frameworks

e.g.

jQuery

&

Bootstrap


Considerable experience with responsive webdesign and/or mobile webdesign



Expert knowledge on graphic design e.g. Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator



Advanced German and English language Skills

Furthermore, you have good project planning and time management skills as well as
excellent communication and interpersonal skills to interact with a variety of people
throughout the company and with our clients. A flexible approach to work with a focus on
delivery to deadlines and high standards is second nature to you. You have strong analytical
skills and you are able to make sense of complex and logical problems quickly.

This is what you get
We are a young and innovative team that lets the future happen today. Always on the
technical cutting edge – if that is what drives you, you are in the right place with us. We do
not only work by high professional standards and a lot of know-how but also with high
commitment and much zeal.
Inspiricon is a German-based Software and Consulting start-up. We are currently looking to
expand our team. We know that our employees are the backbone of our success. That is
why we focus on a value-based and client-orientated corporate culture which is built on
confidence.

Interested? We are looking forward to meet you! Please send us your application via E-Mail
to cluj@inspiricon.de.
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